Another week ends, and Jeff returns to the top of the podium in the fantabulous game of Charizard Party. Party analysts fear that he will be unable to maintain this success, however, due to his stubborn unwillingness to log Piranha Prowler Hours. Meanwhile, the mammoth herd has moved on to graze at the Light Temple, where Bowser is set to arrive in... oh... two seconds.

In Brief:
✦ First and foremost... HIPPIE LAMP. IT LIVES!!!!!!!
✦ Perhaps as an unintended side effect of the Raising of Hippie Lamp from the dead, Rachel succumbed to a Mario-Party-related injury.
✦ As we watch Kenny go by, strapped to an explosive-laden zamboni-- the message rings clear. The Resistance is R, and Remember, Piracy is a Crime!
✦ A special thanks goes out to Gromertron Therapy Incorporated, which was kind enough to host Rotator Cuff Discovery Week. (No Larsons were harmed in the making of this post)
✦ Successes for this week: Terry didn’t print two copies of the exam for each person, Peter sank the Bismarck, and Masey ripped up his Bears Sweatshirt (unconfirmed).
✦ Bessie Catcher Paul wants to fight! BessieCatcher Paul sent out Mike Tyson! Trainer Gidley sent out Larson. Larson is asleep. Zzz zzz zzz. Mike Tyson used Bite! Larson feinted! Trainer Gidley is out of usable Pokémon! Gidley’s students blacked out!
✦ As for the Race of Second, Peter has but a tenuous grip on it best. By doing simple KVL and KCL, Peter has derived an oscillatory relationship.
✦ K guys, Operation Stranded Panda was a success! We’ve officially signed Jeff up for accordion lessons with Sexy G.

Woody Poetry Competition
Hey everybody! There is but 1 week left to get your poem submissions in! Poems are due by Thursday at Noon. Come on, guys, how often do you get to write poems about minecarts full of radioactive hippos? (Write a poem about that and you will make my day)

Notes: Karma Dino has been banned from helping any participants so don’t even try it. Oh, and use of www.KennysPiratedPoetry.com is prohibited.
4th Doug T-Shirt Design

The T-shirt design is mostly finalized! The only thing left is the names on the back of the shirt. Be sure to sign up on the bathroom door! Current 4th Doug residents do not need to buy a T-shirt to get their name on the shirt but non-current residents do need to buy. Non-current residents and “honorary” members of 4th Doug are encouraged to sign up! The text reads: Extinction Tag! You’re It! And yes, that is a T-Rex with an AK-47. Special Thanks goes to Ben Zhang Pass for his design of the dino. Karma Dino approves!

Vulnerability over the Pacific

Battleground Vulnerability got shaken up this week with the surprise attack on Brian Harbor. Four of Jon’s battleships were sunk and 188 plastic bottles were destroyed. Numerous stalkers perished in the battle, and the secret plans to Brian’s new magic deck were obliterated. Luckily, though, Jon’s surviving Stalker pilots were unable to waste any water, as the pipeline to Gregoire Island was CRUSHED by the USS Monda.

While the Americans have begun celebrating with anti-Piranha Prowler air strikes, the Japanese government has expressed grave doubts about the situation. Indeed, Admiral Nickoku Beckamoto has reportedly stated that “I fear all we have done is to awaken a sleeping giant.” Great fears of the Industrial Might of McDonald’s and their horrifying Mclcorids can send a shiver down the spine of any Panzer Leader.

It is even rumored that That Jon Character (Official weapons contractor of McDonald’s) has developed a Party EMP, which would leave Nick’s Room vulnerable (bare of its nigh-impregnable party radius). Such weapons have been banned since the Geneva Party Convention in Nick’s Room. It just goes to show that again, when it comes to That Jon Character, you can’t trust him.

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature. May ye cave stay warm and dry!